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age-specific rates of 1966, low though they were, the American popu-would replace itself even if all childbearing ceased at age 35. As we :e, other countries are moving toward this pattern of limiting child-; to the younger ages.
of Change in Death Rates on Replacement
definition of RQ shows the effect on replacement of a decrease in the rate at age 0 to 4. When 5Af0 goes down by A57W0, every subsequent ill go up in the ratio e5 AsMo. Hence the Net Reproduction Rate will in the ratio e5AsMo. The proportional increase in RQ will be about p the absolute increase 5RQ&.5M0. This is very nearly the same as the on R0 of an increase in all of the Fx simultaneously. It matters little Jacement whether mortality of infants and young children declines or y increases.
effect on RQ of a fall in the death rates SM5 or 5M10 is about the s in SM0. But for ages x beyond 15 the fall &SMX only affects part of iroductive life of women, a part that diminishes with increase in the age e fall.
hange of death rate at age 55 to 59 or higher has no effect on replace-This clashes with intuition: if the death rate goes down and people live , will not the population increase more rapidly? The answer is that the in effect of an improvement at age 55 to 59 is to raise the level of the ttion curve but not its long-run rate of increase. A stylized expression difference is to be seen in Figure 1. For purposes of the chart the ;e in population has been placed in a step at the moment of its occur-though in fact it will be smoother and spread over more time. The
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